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Top Homo Activist Snared in Police Sex Sting
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The leader of a major “LGBTQ+” outfit in
California was arrested for attempting to
meet a kid for sex. Cops in Turlock collared
Gerad Slayton, a 42-year-old poofter who
runs an outfit called the Rainbow Resource
Center in Modesto.

Slayton was one of 17 perverts bagged in a
major sting operation in early January.

The arrest is not surprising. The Lavender
Lobby has long promoted sexual activity
with minors, and homosexuals are more
prone to molesting or seeking sex with
minors than normal people. 

BREAKING: Gerad Slayton, Executive Director of an LGBTQ pride center was arrested in a
child s*x sting on charges of attempting to meet a minor for lewd acts.
pic.twitter.com/oUyoVdlqp0

— Libs of TikTok (@libsoftiktok) January 17, 2024

The Arrest, the Reaction 

The suspects “were seeking to meet with underage children for the purpose of sexual activity,” the
Modesto Bee reported, citing a police department news release.

Most of the men were held on $500,000 bail, and they were charged with a “variety of felony sex-
related charges, including making arrangements to meet a minor for sex.”

One of them, again, was Slayton, a professional homosexual who was executive director of the Rainbow
Resource Center.

Arrested on a “felony charge of meeting with a minor for the purpose of engaging in lewd and lascivious
behavior,” the newspaper reported, he awaits a court hearing on January 29. He pleaded not guilty.

“Alex Gutierrez, The Rainbow Resource Center’s interim executive director, told The Modesto Bee that
the organization ‘didn’t do anything wrong’ and maintained the stance that Slayton’s alleged actions
were ‘personal decisions’ that happened ‘off the clock,” the newspaper reported:

“We’re obviously ready for whatever happens, but, you know, this was a personal decision
made by one of our employees and it’s unfortunate,” Gutierrez told the newspaper. “So, it is,
you know, very impactful for us. We are trying to get through it.” 

Slayton’s tenure as leader of the outfit was brief, Gutierrez told the newspaper. He worked there six
weeks before he was arrested. He joined the outfit in July 2022:

There had been no complaints of any kind toward Slayton, according to Gutierrez “He was
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new in that position and was working mostly with kind of staff roles,” said Gutierrez. “So I
can’t say that he didn’t have, you know, any contact with people, with peers in general, you
know, not to say zero contact, but we have definitely other layers of [contact] when you first
come in, you don’t obviously meet the executive director.”

The resource center itself turned pink with embarrassment. Or maybe it was “pride.”

“The Rainbow Resource Center is committed to maintaining a safe, inclusive, and respectful
environment,” the outfit claimed on Facebook:

We take these allegations with the utmost seriousness. Mr. Slayton and his actions do not
represent our organization’s values or mission.… We are addressing the issue….

The well-being and trust of our community members are our utmost priorities. We deeply
regret any distress this situation may have caused and are dedicated to ensuring a
transparent and responsive approach.

We stand in solidarity with those affected.

https://www.facebook.com/BIGRAINBOWFLAG/posts/pfbid02kGq1zQDd3wg1JK7LKZ6f2StjeGHWK65gLSjFeNMqaDHHqm1nvaTgM6t3zDc8jHuNl
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At this writing, the resource center claims its website is “under maintenance.” The URL notes that it is
a “suspended page.” That likely means the cupcakes are scrubbing the site of any reference to Slayton,
who resembles a molester from central casting.

Preference for Kids

Slayton’s arrest is no surprise. Contrary to the Lavender Lobby and science-denying leftist media,
homosexuals are highly prone to molest and seek sex with minors.

“Homosexuals molest children at a rate vastly higher than heterosexuals, and the mainstream
homosexual culture commonly promotes sex with children,” the Regent University Law Review
explained years ago:

Homosexual leaders repeatedly argue for the freedom to engage in consensual sex with
children, and blind surveys reveal a shockingly high number of homosexuals admit to sexual
contact with minors. Indeed, the homosexual community is driving the worldwide campaign
to lower the legal age of consent.

In 1988, almost 90 percent of molesters self-reported that they are homosexual or bisexual, author
Steve Baldwin wrote, citing the Archives of Sexual Behavior.

As well, leading homosexual publications have openly advocated sex between adult men and minors, he
wrote:

Indeed, the Journal of Homosexuality is the premier academic journal of the mainstream
homosexual world and yet it published a special double issue entitled, Male
Intergenerational Intimacy, containing dozens of articles portraying sex between men and
minor boys as loving relationships. One article states that parents should view the pedophile
who loves their son “not as a rival or competitor, not as a theft of their property, but as a
partner in the boy’s upbringing, someone to be welcomed into their home.”
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In 1992, a top homosexual newspaper in San Francisco published this line: “The love between men and
boys is at the foundation of homosexuality.”

“We can be proud that the gay movement has been home to the few voices who have had the courage to
say out loud that children are naturally sexual, that they deserve the right to sexual expression with
whoever they choose,” the homosexual magazine Guide opined in 1995:

We must listen to our prophets. Instead of fearing being labeled pedophiles, we must
proudly proclaim that sex is good, including children’s sexuality.… We must do it for the
children’s sake.

Note that the Rainbow Resource Center did not unequivocally condemn adult-minor sexual
relationships as predatory crimes. Neither did its interim executive director, who only said the outfit
“didn’t do anything wrong” and the center itself “was trying to get through it.”
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